Aggregating Dictyostelium cells secrete cyclic AMP to attract their neighbours by chemotaxis. It has now been shown that adenylyl cyclase is enriched in the rear of cells, and this localisation is required for normal aggregation.
the cAMP signals in streaming cells are far more spatially defined than previously thought. It appears that streaming cells are not responding to broad cAMP waves sweeping past them, as they see early in aggregation, but rather to a localised signal from the posterior end of the cell in front.
These localised signals cannot be shown directly, unlike the earlier, broader cAMP waves, which were revealed in a gorgeous experiment using isotope dilution some years ago [3] . As well as being built on a very small scale, the localised signals are extremely short lived, as cells secrete large amounts of a very active phosphodiesterase [4] . Kriebel et al. 
